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Descriptive Summary
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Abstract            Eight letters in German and English, by Sticker, Bloch, Notthafft, Oefele, Helfreich, and Welchon, on topics loosely related to the medical profession.

Information on Use

Access              Open for research. No restrictions.

Citation

When quoting material from this collection, the preferred citation is: Guide to Medical History Correspondence, Crerar Ms 19, Special Collections Research Center, University of Chicago Library

Scope Note

Eight handwritten, signed letters, in German and English, by Sticker, Bloch, Notthafft, Oefele, Helfreich, and Welchon, on topics loosely related to the medical profession.

Related Resources

The following related resources are located in the Department of Special Collections:

http://www.lib.uchicago.edu/e/spcl/select.html

Subject Headings

• Bloch, Iwan, 1872-1922
• Notthafft, Albrecht
• Oefele, Felix, Freiherr von, 1861-
• Sticker, Georg, 1860-1960
• Welch, William Henry, 1850-1934
• Medicine -- History

INVENTORY

Crerar Ms 19